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ATTN: Mr. Alex Walsh
SUBJECT: WHITE TOP PROJECT, OVERHANG PROSPECT – MIOCENE RESERVOIRS
SULPHUR MINES FIELD, CALCASIEU PARISH, LA
We have acquired and reviewed the geologic and engineering data for the subject prospect area. The
purpose of our review was to analyze Miocene reservoirs and estimate the reserves potential for the
Overhang Prospect in Miocene sands. Additionally, we reviewed updates to previous analysis of the
Miocene for the White Top Project and incorporated this in the summary data below. The Overhang
Prospect is located on the east-southeast section of the White Top Project - Sulphur Mines Field Salt
Dome. A summary of our findings and conclusions is listed below.
FIELD SUMMARY
Oil and Gas production in the Sulphur Mines Field first occurred in 1926. Production associated with
this salt dome field has been from the lower Miocene and Upper Oligocene aged sands trapped on
the flanks of the dome in structural traps formed by fault patterns associated with these types of
piercement salt domes. Cumulative production is 32 million bbls. (North Summit Energy, LLC, 2016)
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS – White Top Project
•
•

•

•

The White Top Project: ~ 4,000 acres, 6 producing wells. Current production is ~ 65 BOPD.
North Summit Energy’s (NSE) Phase I plan is to further develop the shallow Miocene reservoirs
by initially drilling 6 infill wells while acquiring high resolution 3D seismic data (2017 – 2018).
$475M per well - $2.85 MM, Acquire & interpret high resolution 3D survey - $1.0 MM. Additional
Miocene locations expected, NSE anticipates 35 total Miocene development locations.
NSE has identified deeper potential for the field in the Marg, Cib Haz, and Hackberry
reservoirs. High resolution seismic is expected to delineate further development potential
across all reservoirs.
Phase II of the NSE plan is to exploit deeper potential (2018 – 2020). Acquire producing
wells/Vonco/Yellow Rock stock for $8.2 million. Drill additional 29 Miocene infill wells - $13.77
MM. Then evaluate deeper potential with new seismic.
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•

Est. gross oil reserves, White Top Project: 756 MBO low, 1,379 MBO med., 1,754 MBO high.

White Top Project, Reserves & Economics Summary, as of July 1st, 2017
Category
Gross Oil Reserves, MBO
Gross Gas Reserves, MMCF
Net Oil Reserves, MBO
Net Gas Reserves, MMCF
NPV10, M$
$
Nondiscounted Cashflow, M$ $

Low
Proved
756
589
7,997 $
11,901 $

Medium
High
Proved + Probable
Proved + Probable + Possible
1,379
1,754
6,559
1,076
1,368
5,116
18,066 $
30,161
26,916 $
51,420

* Note: 78% NRI used for net, June 2017 NYMEX pricing, purchase and seismic not reflected in NPV estimate

•

•
•

•

•
•

Low represents “Proved” values, those with reasonable certainty (90%) of being recovered.
Medium represents “Proved + Probable” where probable values have roughly 50% likelihood
of being recovered. And High represents “Proved + Probable + Possible” where Possible
values have at least a 10% likelihood of occurring.
Current reserve values primarily reflect shallow Miocene reservoirs with some deeper
Hackberry gas accounted for in the possible category.
Given the limited data available and limited resolution of currently available seismic, it’s likely
that reserve estimates are restricted. Limited information was available due to the age of the
field and vintage of acquired data.
The Reserves & Economics table above represents a database which includes:
• 6 producing wells, 25 shut-in wells
• 13 Miocene drilling locations (3 added with overhang review). 6 of 13 are Proved
Miocene locations, 7 are Probable Miocene locations.
• 1 Possible Hackberry location
Miocene drilling location wells were modeled after typical wells in North Summit’s drilling
priority list: 65,000 to 90,000 barrels of recoverable oil per well.
Additional potential for the White Top Project - Sulphur Mines Field is likely. Current work to
acquire high definition seismic should broaden and increase these estimates for all reservoirs
of interest (Micoene, Marg, Cib Haz, and Hackberry). It is expected that high resolution
seismic will better define potential for the field in multiple reservoirs and enhance reserve
estimates.

FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS – Salt Dome Overhang Prospect
•
•

•

A salt dome overhang is present on the east-southeast section of the Sulphur Mines
Field, shown in the 2016 well logs for the Sulphur Brine #4 and Sulphur Brine #5 wells.
Salt dome overhangs often conceal oil in reservoir rock updip of productive wells drilled
outside the salt during initial/early development. High resolution seismic data will aid in
defining the salt face, identifying faults, and discovering deeper amplitude anomalies.
The Sulphur Brine #4 log indicates ~ 290 feet of section under the overhang while the Sulphur
Brine #5 log indicates ~ 1,000 feet of section. While reservoir quality pay does not appear in
these logs, the downdip presence of productive Miocene reservoir is confirmed by offset wells.
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•

•
•
•

The Union Sulphur Co. FEE #785 is downdip of the overhang and produced 303,737 bbls
from Miocene sands. Logs indicate multiple thick pay sands at ~ 45 degree angle of dip.
These multiple Miocene sands can be filled updip of the FEE #785 well.
Est. area for the Miocene Overhang Prospect is 4 acres with 100 feet of net pay most likely.
Est. gross oil reserves, Overhang Miocene: 102 MBO low, 258 MBO medium, 460 MBO high.
More overhangs at multiple producing horizons are anticipated to be identified with the new
high resolution seismic.

Prestack Depth Migration and High Resolution Seismic Data
Prestack Depth Migration is technology that has changed the interpretation of the shape of salt
domes. Most salt domes, like Sulphur Mines, were originally interpreted as cylindrical "chimneys" of
salt that extend to the "mother lode" of salt at depth (see Typical South Louisiana Salt Dome below).
Contradictory to this view of salt domes as chimneys, Prestack Depth Migration has shown that many
salt domes exhibit significant overhang, contain areas of sediment and prospects within the "core" of
the dome at depth, and have a well-defined base rather than an extension to a “mother lode”.
Additionally, salt domes with a well-defined base open up the possibility of subsalt prospects not seen
in older Post-stack Migrated data.
An article published on improved seismic imaging for salt domes regarding the Energy XXI Main Pass
73 Field (Kessler, et al. 2017) illustrates the type of shift in interpretation for existing salt dome fields
that can occur with improved imaging. The results of the improved imaging for Main Pass 73 were:
• Significant overhangs seen at multiple horizons.
• Deep prospects were found in what was thought to be the "interior core" of the salt dome.
• Two wells were drilled into seismic amplitudes located in the historically interpreted salt body
and found multiple hydrocarbon bearing sands. A well was reported to flow 5,500 BOPD.
• A subsalt prospect was found (undrilled at this time).
Our findings were based on a review of the available data and represent our best opinion. Actual
reserves could be higher or lower than our estimates. For producing reservoirs, performance methods
were used to estimate reserves. Extrapolations were made of historical data. Reserves and revenue
estimates are based on information currently available and are subject to the uncertainties inherent in
the application of judgmental factors in interpreting such information.
The data used in this evaluation was supplied by North Summit Energy, LLC or was obtained from
public sources. Please find supporting geologic and engineering data attached.
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks for letting us help with this project.
Sincerely,

Kurt Mire
Petroleum Consultant
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Boardwalk #5

Potential salt
overhang
1 acre blocks updip to
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drainage, presence of
downdip Miocene
producers
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Oil Well
(next slide)

The Union Sulphur
Co. FEE #785

New Updip
Well
Multiple thick pay sands that
can be filled updip under
overhang.

7/11/1939
Productive well downdip of
Boardwalk #5. 303,737 Bbls
45 degree dip (approx.)
Demonstrating one acre fill-up
approx. 200 feet updip

High Quality Sands.

Drainable Oil
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Improved seismic imaging results for existing salt dome
field at Energy XXI’s Main Pass 73 (Kessler, et al. 2017)
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/model-building-depth-imaging-drilling-campaign-case-study-kessler
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White Top Overhang Prospect, Monte Carlo Simulation Reserves Summary
Parameter
Area, Acres
Total Net Pay, feet
Recoverable Oil, bbl/Acre Feet
White Top Overhang, Estimated Reserves, bbl

Low
Most Likely High
2.5
4
6
50
100
200
550
600
680
101,585
258,214 459,787

Monte Carlo Simulation Output for the Overhang Area indicating probability and
forecasted results with a mean or most likely outcome of 258 MBO gross reserves

